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The End of Services for Mac® (SFM): 
Evaluating Your Replacement Options

A Technical Best Practices Whitepaper

Overview
Services for Macintosh® (SFM) was a file server developed by Microsoft® in the 1990’s based on the Apple® Filing Protocol (AFP).  
SFM allowed Mac users to operate within a Windows network using the Mac’s native file sharing protocol. SFM was built into 
Microsoft’s Server products from Windows® NT 3.1 through Windows Server 2003.

With the release of Windows Server 2008, SFM is officially End-of-Life. Many organizations running older versions of Windows 
Server continue to use SFM, however Microsoft is no longer supporting it and those organizations will need to evaluate 
replacement options. This white paper helps explain those options, and provides guidance for organizations that wish to move 
to a supported platform.

Why did Microsoft End-of-Life SFM?
Microsoft had not maintained SFM for many years, and completely removed it from Windows Server 2008. More importantly, 
SFM had longstanding bugs and only supported version 2.2 of the AFP, which is four revisions behind what is currently used 
in the latest versions of Mac OS X.

SFM also lacked several features important to business users including Active Directory integration, Kerberos single sign-on, 
clustering support, support for long file names and fast searching.

In short, SFM was no longer a viable business option for providing Macs access to Windows file servers.
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What Now? Options for Replacing SFM

Now that SFM is dead, you need to consider a number of questions with respect to deploying the appropriate Mac/Windows file 
sharing solution. These questions should include:

	 •	Is	it	important	to	provide	my	Mac	users	with	a	level	of	IT	service	that	is	on	par	with	other	users	in	the	organization?
	 •	Would	it	be	better	to	implement	a	server-side	solution,	or	manage	software	on	the	individual	Macs?
	 •		How	 important	 is	 it	 to	my	 end	 users	 that	 they	maintain	 the	 “Mac	 experience”	 and	 be	 able	 to	 leverage	 the	 full	

functionality	of	the	Mac	OS?
	 •		How	will	the	solution	I	choose	affect	performance,	migration	of	existing	data,	help	desk	call	volumes	and/or	user	

satisfaction?
	 •	What	are	my	options,	and	what	will	they	really	cost	me	(TCO)	to	implement?

To help you begin to answer those questions for your organization, this section will provide a brief overview of each of your 
options. For a more complete overview, please contact GroupLogic for a pre-sales technical consultation, or download the white 
paper	“Sharing	Mac	Files	on	Windows	Servers”	from	our	web	site.	This	white	paper	provides	a	detailed	technical	overview	of	
this topic.

Option A - Use the Mac OS X File System Client

This	option	is	based	on	Microsoft’s	SMB/CIFS	protocol	and	is	built	into	Mac	OS	X.	Microsoft	designed	SMB	as	a	proprietary	
protocol to support Windows file sharing. In other words, SMB was not designed for the Mac.

The SMB client makes the Mac look like a Windows client, but the Mac has to make compromises because it is acting like 
Windows and some of the core features of Mac OS X don’t map well to this protocol. For example, recent innovations in Mac OS 
X, including Time Machine backups and Network Spotlight, are only available over the AFP protocol. Furthermore, this option 
will not support many enterprise-level requirements, such as DFS.

The SMB client’s approach to supporting the unique Mac file structure presents challenges. When the SMB client transfers Mac 
files	to	the	Windows	environment,	it	can	separate	the	data	file	from	its	metadata	and	creates	hidden	“._”	files	that	hold	the	Mac	
resource fork and Finder information in a format known as AppleDouble. This transfer method is one of the central difficulties 
for	Mac	and	PC	users.

Mac OS X or Mac OS 9 clients previously connecting to SFM used AFP, not the SMB client, and files transferred with AFP are 
stored	differently.	AFP	servers	use	NTFS	alternative	data	streams	and	do	not	create	“._”	files	during	a	transfer,	which	means	all	
of the legacy data on a Windows file server is in this format. The Mac OS X SMB client does not recognise this format. When the 
Mac	OS	X	SMB	client	goes	to	the	server	to	look	for	data,	it	looks	for	the	“._”	files	and,	when	it	doesn’t	find	them,	assumes	they	
do not exist. Valuable metadata is lost. Files lose their association with applications. This is a major issue for companies with 
legacy data and for mixed Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X environments.

These	hidden	“._”	files	confuse	Windows	users	and	result	in	deleted	and	moved	data	files	and	the	loss	of	critical	data.	Because	
these files are hidden, they are easily disconnected and lost from the main data file by accident when files are moved, renamed, 
or archived. The result is data loss for the Mac client, including the loss of association of a file to the application that created it. 
In	addition	in	situations	where	when	a	user	may	lock	a	“._”	file	or	change	permissions	the	data	file	may	not	open.
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Furthermore, since the SMB protocol was designed for Windows and not Mac clients, some Mac behaviors when executed 
over the SMB protocol can have significant negative performance implications on a file server. Since the Mac is acting like a 
Windows client, the server does not optimise for the Mac client. As a result, the high level of enumerations, metadata retrieval, 
and building of previews by Mac software translates to additional I/O operations on the server.
The SMB protocol has no built in support for searching for files, so when a Mac client searches with SMB it must iterate through 
the entire file system. This is not only a lengthy operation for the end user, but consumes valuable server resources throughout 
the process.

Due to the nature of the issues raised above, when evaluating this option, you will need to focus on questions related to 
performance, scalability, compatibility and support for enterprise-level functionality.

Key questions to consider before choosing this option include:
	 •	How	will	my	users	react	to	limiting	their	Mac	features?
	 •	What	kind	of	impact	will	performance/compatibility	issues	have	on	my	support	desk?
	 •	What	kind	of	impact	will	performance/compatibility	issues	have	on	my	network?
	 •	What	kind	of	impact	will	performance/compatibility	issues	have	on	my	internal	customer	satisfaction?
	 •	How	will	I	migrate	my	existing	data	to	the	new	platform?
	 •	Will	this	solution	give	me	all	of	the	enterprise	support	functionality	that	I	need	now?

In conclusion, while the Mac SMB client may provide a reasonable short-term solution for some smaller organizations or 
particular workflows, issues with performance, scalability and compatibility often make this option unfeasible.

Option B – Implement a Mac OS X Server
Apple’s Xserve server line has been discontinued and will no longer be available after January 31, 2011. Mac OS X Server will 
continue to be supported on Mac Mini and Mac Pro desktop hardware, but will no longer be available on a datacenter-ready 
rack mount server.

While the Mac OS X Server operating system provides a pure Mac file server solution, most organizations use Windows file 
servers. If you are migrating from SFM, you already have a Windows infrastructure. Therefore, you will need to focus on questions 
related to migrating to a new server infrastructure.

Key questions to consider before choosing this option include:
	 •	Will	you	be	able	to	integrate	and	manage	desktop	grade	hardware	in	your	data	center?
	 •	Who	will	administer	the	new	platform?	Will	they	need	training?
	 •	How	will	I	migrate	my	existing	data	to	the	new	platform?
	 •	Will	I	still	have	integration	issues	between	my	Mac	and	PC	users?
	 •	If	so,	does	that	mean	I	will	need	to	make	additional	hardware	and	software	investments?
	 •	Will	the	Mac	Mini	and	Mac	Pro	scale	easily	to	meet	my	future	needs?
	 •	Will	the	Mac	Mini	and	Mac	Pro	give	me	all	of	the	enterprise	support	functionality	that	I	need	now?
	 •	What	is	the	true	TCO	associated	with	the	strategy?

In conclusion, existing investments in Windows technology and training, heavy usage, a high volume of users, and cluster 
environments often mean that changing a company’s IT strategy is neither economically nor politically feasible. This can 
be particularly problematic when the proposed change requires adding desktop grade hardware to the datacenter. In some 
situations, such as a creative department within a large corporation, the Mac population is relatively small and must be able to 
work efficiently with the storage platform used by the majority.
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Option C – Implement a 3rd Party Solution

There are a few third-party products available commercially for Mac/Windows file sharing, including ExtremeZ-IP® from Acronis. 
Just as with the previous options, before settling on any of these solutions you must first consider a number of questions.

Key questions to consider before choosing any of these options are:
	 •	How	long	has	this	product	been	on	the	market,	and	how	often	is	it	updated?
	 •	Is	this	vendor	financially	healthy,	and	do	they	have	references?
	 •	What	kind	of	support/customer	service	will	this	vendor	provide?
	 •		What	features	does	the	product	offer	to	help	me	manage	my	business,	reduce	downtime,	TCO,	and	deliver	compatibility	

across	platforms?
	 •	What	kind	of	performance	improvements	can	I	expect	with	this	product?
	 •	How	easy	will	it	be	to	migrate	my	existing	data	from	AFP/SFM	with	this	product?
	 •	How	scalable	is	this	product?
	 •	Is	this	a	client-side	(SMB)	or	server-side	(AFP)	solution?
	 •	How	easy	will	it	be	to	deploy	and	manage	this	solution?
	 •	Which	solution	would	my	end-users	like	to	see	me	implement?
	 •	Does	this	vendor	offer	flexible	licensing	options?

Each of the above questions is critical in determining the best solution for your organization. As mentioned earlier in this paper, 
the Acronis pre-sales technical support team would be happy to discuss your unique requirements and provide personalised 
guidance. Please refer to our website for contact information.

Conclusion
So SFM is dead, and now you need to find an effective replacement for your organization fast. Don’t panic…you are not alone. A 
recent Acronis survey of more than 350 IT professionals at a wide range of private, public, and non-profit organizations reported 
that achieving parity between Macs and Windows in IT service delivery is a business goal for 40% of survey respondents. The 
most pressing integration challenges respondents reported include:

	 •	Adapting	Active	Directory	policy	to	support	Macs	(38%)
	 •	Help	desk	calls	from	Mac	users	(35%)
	 •	Compatibility	and/or	data	corruption	issues	(27%)
	 •	Lack	of	IT/file	naming	policy	enforcement	tools	(25%)
	 •	Maintaining	the	full	“Mac	Experience”	for	their	end-users	(24%)

The good news is that there is a proven solution that can help you manage this transition seamlessly. As the only AFP file server 
that fully supports the Mac’s native protocol on Windows, ExtremeZ-IP is a powerful, straight drop-in replacement for SFM. 
ExtremeZ-IP	resolves	the	file	sharing	problems	inherent	in	both	SFM	and	the	SMB/CIFS	client,	is	fully	compatible	with	Windows	
Server 2003 and 2008 as well as all versions of Mac OS 9 and Mac OS X, and does not require installation of client software on 
the Mac. 

Furthermore, administrators have the ability to automatically migrate file shares from SFM to ExtremeZ-IP.

Backed by Acronis’s industry-leading reputation for best-in-class support, world-class engineering, and innovative licensing 
options for organizations of all sizes, ExtremeZ-IP is the most effective and reliable method for sharing files between Macs 
and Windows servers. ExtremeZ-IP supports the protocol specifically designed for the Mac and maintains the performance and 
security levels that Windows administrators expect.
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ExtremeZ-IP also resolves the sharing problems of file structure, naming conventions, and server performance and provides 
added benefits that include sophisticated authentication, the ability to set file name policies on the server so that your Mac 
users	don’t	create	files	that	PC	users	and	back-up	solutions	can’t	work	with,	and	caching.	ExtremeZ-IP	works	easily	with	clusters	
and facilitates use of network home directories.

Most importantly, Acronis maintains, updates, and supports ExtremeZ-IP so that Mac users can take advantage of all the 
Macintosh features and enjoy the convenience of sharing files and fast searches on Windows servers.

Whether it’s security policies, Active Directory/DFS integration, performance, scalability or manageability and monitoring 
options, ExtremeZ-IP allows you to deliver enterprise-class services that your Mac users require. This reduces help desk calls 
and increases productivity - saving you time and money.

More About ExtremeZ-IP®:
ExtremeZ-IP’s rich feature set includes:
	 •	Supports	all	releases	of	the	Mac	operating	system	from	Mac	OS	9	to	Mac	OS	X	10.7	(Lion)
	 •	Full	support	for	native	Mac	OS	X	AFP	protocol	including	long	file	names,	large	files	and	Unicode.
	 •	Flexible	file	name	policy	enforcement
	 •	Active	Directory	integration,	including	Single-sign	on,	full	support	for	AD	permissions	and	password	policies
	 •	Support	for	blazing	search	speeds	without	impacting	the	server	performance
	 •	Advanced	caching	to	minimize	the	impact	of	Mac	file	operations	on	servers
	 •	Support	for	Auto-reconnect
	 •	Support	for	Time	Machine
	 •	Support	for	Microsoft	Clustering	and	virtualization

How difficult is it to implement ExtremeZ-IP?

Installation of ExtremeZ-IP is simple, and does not require you to shut your server down. Installation times can range from a few 
minutes on a single server, to slightly longer for more complex clusters. You will also have the option to migrate existing SMB 
and SFM shares to ExtremeZ-IP with a single mouse click.

Is ExtremeZ-IP appropriate for both small-medium size businesses, as well as large global enterprises?

Yes! With ExtremeZ-IP, you can deliver stable file and print sharing for a handful of Mac users, to more complex services such as 
clustering, virtualization, service discovery and administrator controls across an entire enterprise. We currently have licenses 
deployed ranging in size from supporting 3 to 30,000 Macs.

How do you license your product?

ExtremeZ-IP is licensed on a per server/cluster basis based on the number of Macs connecting simultaneously. We offer a 
number of flexible licensing options, from single servers to enterprise and cluster licenses. We also offer innovative options for 
educational institutions.

At Acronis, we differentiate ourselves by providing best-in-class pre- and post-sales support to our customers. All new licenses 
include a one-year Maintenance & Support contract which includes:
	 •	Major	Version	Upgrades	and	Minor	Version	Updates
	 •	Maintenance	Releases	/	Hot	Fixes
	 •	Expert	Telephone,	Web	and	email	Support
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Can I test ExtremeZ-IP before buying it?

Yes! Simply download the 21-day trial from our web site. You will get a full-featured version of the product and access to our pre-
sales technical support should you have any specific questions about deploying ExtremeZ-IP in your environment.

Where can I find out more technical information about ExtremeZ-IP?

You	can	visit	our	website	for	more	resources,	as	well	as	to	search	our	Knowledge	Base.	You	can	also	contact	us	at	+1-800-471-
8781	or	ezipsales@grouplogic.com.

View of home directories when using Access Based Enumerations

This home directory filter can be based on either the user’s name or their Active Directory profile.

Active Directory plug-in home directory configuration
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For more sophisticated control over client authentication and group policy, ExtremeZ-IP is also compatible with the 
DirectControl™	product	from	Centrify.	ExtremeZ-IP	and	DirectControl	complement	each	other	by	providing	best	of	breed	Mac	
file sharing with Mac authentication and group policy, respectively.

For instructions on how to configure ExtremeZ-IP to work with home directories, please review the following knowledge base 
article:	http://www.grouplogic.com/knowledge/index.cfm/fuseaction/view/docID/167.

For	 instructions	 on	 how	 to	 integrate	 ExtremeZ-IP	 with	 Centrify	 DirectControl	 see	 this	 knowledge	 base	 article:	 http://www.
grouplogic.com/knowledge/index.cfm/fuseaction/view/docID/288

DFS and ExtremeZ-IP
Microsoft Distributed File System (DFS) is a powerful set of technologies used to present a single virtual interface to a collection of 
Windows file servers and manage replication of data between those servers. Microsoft DFS consists of two technologies:

DFS Replication:  which provides facilities for replicating file server data between locations and servers.
DFS Namespaces: which allows administrators to group file server shares on disparate machines into a single virtual name 
space so end users can access files without needing to know exactly where the files are located.

There are many benefits that come with using DFS such as:
	 •	Providing	replication	and	failover	in	the	case	of	server	failure
	 •	Distributing	data	geographically	so	that	users	get	better	performance	by	working	with	local	copies
	 •	Giving	administrators	the	flexibility	to	reconfigure	their	file	server	infrastructure	without	retraining	users,	and
	 •	Providing	end	users	with	a	single	view	into	the	file	sharing	space.

ExtremeZ-IP seamlessly supports DFS replication. Mac-specific file information is stored as alternative data streams in the NTFS 
file system, and this information is replicated by DFS so that Mac information is preserved.

To support DFS namespaces, ExtremeZ-IP can be configured to present one or more DFS namespaces to Mac users by sharing 
the	DFS	namespace	as	a	“DFS	Root”	volume	hosted	on	the	ExtremeZ-IP	server.	This	allows	Macs	to	browse	the	DFS	namespace	
and be redirected to the appropriate target server as necessary. When used in conjunction with Active Directory single sign-on 
support, the user can seamlessly access all servers in the namespace. ExtremeZ-IP supports DFS referals to both AFP (ExtremeZ-
IP) and SMB servers and provides support for DFS-based network and portable home directories.

Conclusion
ExtremeZ-IP is the most effective and reliable method for sharing files between Macs and Windows servers. ExtremeZ-
IP supports the network protocol specifically designed for the Mac and maintains the performance and security levels that 
Windows administrators expect.

ExtremeZ-IP also resolves the sharing problems of file structure, naming conventions, and server performance and provides 
added benefits that include sophisticated authentication, file name policies, and caching. ExtremeZ-IP works easily with 
clusters and facilitates use of network home directories.

Most importantly, Acronis maintains, updates, and supports ExtremeZ-IP so that Mac users can take advantage of all the 
Macintosh features and enjoy the enterprise level convenience and benefits of sharing files on Windows servers.
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For additional information please visit http://www.acronis.com

To purchase Acronis products, visit www.acronis.com or search online for an authorized reseller.

Acronis office details can be found at http://www.acronis.com/company/worldwide.html

About Acronis®

Acronis® is leading the next wave of data availability, accessibility and protection solutions to simplify today’s complex IT 
environments. Acronis technology enables organizations of all sizes to manage the always-on anywhere data access demands 
of users, reducing risk against the loss of valuable corporate data, and controlling management and storage costs. With proven 
technology for data migration and disaster recovery for physical, virtual and cloud environments, and secure enterprise file-
sharing and synchronization regardless of type or platform, Acronis is enabling organizations to embrace new IT strategies and 
options such as BYOD and Mac in the enterprise. For additional information, please visit www.acronis.com. Follow Acronis on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/acronis. 
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